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- “The only time to eat diet food is 

while you’re waiting for the steak 

to cook.” -Julia Child  

In Your 

Box  
Celery 
Edamame – boil the pods 

for 3-5 minutes, salt and 

suck the beans out of the 

pod like a Japanese beer 

nut (Small Shares) 

Butter nut squash 

Onions 

Romanesco  

Peppers 

Garlic 

Watermelon (fulls) 

Red Cabbage 

potatoes 

Peppers -all sweet 
Next Week’s best Guess: 
Potatoes, onions, melons  , 
cabbage, Peppers,  tomato    
Pizza specials of 
the week –   Sharazza 

Veggie-  tomatoes, Basil 

Pesto, onions, Peppers, Kale Margherita – Fresh Mozz, Heirloom tomatoes, Basil Pesto, fresh basil in post. Stoney Supreme – 

Sausage, Onions, Peppers Tomatoes, basil pesto– Fall Feast – Squash sauce base, Sausage Onions Apples Blue Cheese  

Tony’s Big Friendly Kitchen 

Pasta with roasted Romanesco and Capers from bon appetit - Ingredients - ¼ cup chopped almonds, ¼ cup 

plus 3 tablespoons olive oil; plus more for drizzling, 2 tablespoons drained capers, patted dry, divided, Kosher 

salt, ½ medium romanesco or cauliflower, cored, cut into small florets, 8 garlic cloves, very thinly sliced, ½ 

teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes, plus more for serving, ½ cup dry white wine, 12 ounces lumaconi (snail 

shells) or other medium shell pasta, 2 ounces aged Asiago cheese or Pecorino, finely grated, 2 tablespoons 

unsalted butter  Preheat oven to 425°. Cook almonds, ¼ cup oil, and 1 Tbsp. capers in a small saucepan over 

medium-low heat, swirling pan occasionally, until capers burst and almonds are golden brown and smell toasty, 

about 5 minutes. Transfer almonds and capers with a slotted spoon to a small bowl; season with salt. Let cool. 

Toss romanesco with oil from saucepan on a rimmed baking sheet; season with salt. Roast, tossing halfway 

through, until golden brown and tender, 20–25 minutes. = Meanwhile, heat 3 Tbsp. oil in a large Dutch oven or 

other heavy pot over medium-high. Add garlic, ½ tsp. red pepper flakes, and remaining 1 Tbsp. capers and 

cook, stirring often, until garlic is golden, about 3 minutes. Add wine and cook until liquid is almost completely 

evaporated, about 2 minutes. - Cook pasta in a large pot of boiling salted water, stirring occasionally, until very 

al dente, about 3 minutes less than package directions. - Using a spider or a slotted spoon, transfer pasta to pot 

with garlic; add 1 cup pasta cooking liquid. Reduce heat to medium and cook, tossing often, until pasta is al 

dente and liquid is slightly thickened, about 3 minutes. Add ¼ cup pasta cooking liquid, then gradually add 

cheese, tossing until melted and dissolved into a luxurious, glossy sauce. Remove from heat; add butter and toss 

to combine. Toss in Romanesco. - Divide pasta among bowls. Top with fried almonds and capers and more red 

pepper flakes and drizzle with oil. 

 

News from the Farm  

Welcome to Stoney Acres CSA Week 17, 2018! And now it that time of the 

newsletter where the farmer talks about the weather.  We had our killing frost. I 

got a lot of tomatoes in this year (made over 500 gallons of sauce, gave you 

heaps, sold bushels and bushels at market but there is a lot of fruit lying in the 

field. In France they have a gleaning law that allows anyone to go on private 

farms when the farmer is done with the harvest and take what they want. I 

understand this law. Many calories lay in waste relative to good pasta sauce. The 

chill slowed down even the hoophouse tomatoes and we weren’t able to muster 

enough for the box and will renovate that hoophouse for fall greens next week. 

We are in mass harvest mode. Clipping onions hauling in sweet potatoes, then 

onto celeriac, carrots, beets, cabbage, rutabaga and turnips. There is a solid 

heavy month ahead. Down the stretch you will see more squash, beets, carrots 

the rest of the way and brussel sprouts. Also, I know I’ve been loading you up on 

onions. I have a lot, but guess what: they keep! Store them in a cool dry dark 

place and use them as you need them beyond the CSA season. We are in 

preservation mode in the kitchen, canning kimchi, kraut, sauce, hot sauce and 

other goodies to bring to winter market. Its nice to warm up on cold days like 

this. It makes up for the 90 degree kitchen days in the middle of summer.   

Have a delicious week-  Tony, Riley, Ted and Maple  



 

Winter Squash Guide 2018 
Down the streach you will enjoy a lot of winter squash in your box. Keep this guide as a reference to what squash are in 
your box. Keep in mind we NEVER give you gourds or decorative squash. That means all squash and pumpkins are for 
eating and many of them last a longtime so you can use them right away or keep them into the fall. Squash are best 
stored between 50-60 degrees in a darker and drier place. They do not like humid basements (because they mold). The 
squash you will receive the last 3 weeks of the CSA will all be cured so they will store the best. If you only want to use 
part of a squash for a meal, make sure to remove seeds and store the rest covered or wrapped in plastic in the 
refrigerator.   
  
Pepo Family- This family is the most diverse in terms of colors and texture. They tend to have a thinner skin, hard 
narrower stems, and wetter flesh. These include Acorn squash (dark green or light white varieties); Carnival, honey boat 
and sugar dumpling (a bit more flattened acorn shapes with white and green stripes or white, green and orange stripes); 
all pie pumpkins (see listing below), and Delicata (tube shaped and rubbed like and acorn). All these varieites other than 
pumpkins are great roasted and all have great roasting seeds. Delicata are great cut into rounds and cooked with a little 
bot of butter and maple syrup and they have thin skins you can eat! All of the summer squash like zucchini also belong 
to this family. Spaghetti squash are also part of the family. They are white to bright yellow (sometimes with light green 
stripes) and are best roasted or steamed and then scooped out. The flesh can be used in place of pasta as the name 
implies. We love these as a side dish mixed with salt, fresh black pepper, a little cream or grated cheese.   
  
Pumpkins- all pumpkins are edible but many are not great in terms of flavor or texture. We grow several pie pumpkins 
including New England Pie which is smooth skinned, long pie which is a cylindrical big pie squash, and winter luxury (a 
lightly netted skin and lighter color). All make great pies, sauces, soups or just pureed squash. Pumpkin tends to have a 
squashier more intense flavor and slightly stringer flesh than other squash types– winter luxury are our favorites but 
they make a lot of pulp so prepare to make 4 pies, lots of soup or to freeze half of what you cook. To make pumpkin pie 
type filling roast pumpkins with seeds removed cut side down on a roasting pan with some water to keep them from 
burning – cook at 350-400 for 30-60 minutes (depending on size). Cool and scoop out. Puree in a food processor or use 
an immersion blender to smooth out any stringiness.   
  
Maxima Family – These are the dry fleshed squash also known as hubbard family. They have a thicker skin, drier and 
sweeter flesh. The most common type of maxima squash are buttercups which look like dark green cups topped with 
wine corks. Other types you will see in the boxes are red kuri (tear drop shaped orange red with red flesh) and Winter 
Sweet (slate blue and flatter and circular). These store very well! These are Kat’s favorites and our kids will eat them by 
the spoonful as they cool on the table. These are the best for curry dishes and other creamy soups. They are great in 
chunks roasted. All of them have a characteristic wine cork/button like stem. The seeds in these are less fun to roast and 
eat because they are much more fibrous.  
  
Moshata family- when you want “pie pumpkin” reach for the moshata. Canned pumpkin is actually not a “pumpkin” as 
you think but rather canned butternut or other moshata flesh. This squash tends to be sweet, a bright orange-light 
brown, and to have green stripped brown or just brown skin. Butternuts are the best know moshatas and you may have 
a couple with green or yellow stripes since we are doing a few trials with UW Madison. Butternuts stand up to cooking 
well and do well as chunks. Much of the reason people love butternut is because of the small seed cavity which means 
more flesh and bigger chunks of flesh to cut up.   
  
All winter squash is easy to prepare – pepo types are best cut into slices although moschata types are fine this way as 
well. We love slices of carnival or delicata squash with seeds removed baked with a bit of butter at 350-400 degrees. For 
mashed squash all types can be used but hubbards are probably the best. Cut in half, remove seeds, bake cut side down 
until the squash softens and then scoop out.  This is the same method to use for extracting pumpkin flesh for pies as 
well. pumpkin” seeds can be made from any squash but are best from pepo types including pie pumpkins. 


